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Liberty! brings to life one of the most important and compelling stories in America's history: the struggle for independence and the birth of the nation. New York Times
bestselling historian Thomas Fleming's gripping narrative captures the high drama of the revolutionary war years and the unyielding courage and political genius of the men
and women who imagined a new set of political possibilities for humankind - laying the foundation for the identity and character of the American people in the process. The
companion volume to the PBS television series of the same name, Liberty! traces the evolution of the ideals that inspired a generation of Americans to struggle against Britain then the most powerful country in the world - to establish the free society and democratic system that is so inherently and uniquely American.
Amazon.com Review
This first-rate volume on the American Revolution combines beautiful artwork with the lucid prose of Thomas Fleming. AlthoughLiberty! The American Revolution
accompanies a PBS documentary series, the book stands completely on its own; in fact, it presents one of the finest overviews of the conflict available in print. The bulk of the
text focuses on the military aspect of the Revolution, but the political and social sides receive ample coverage as well. Colorful sidebars on the mysterious origins of the U.S. flag,
the evolution of Yankee Doodle, and a history of tarring and feathering are great entertainment for curious intellects. If you are going to include only a single book on the
American Revolution in your library, this is probably the one to own. And even if you already have several, Liberty! should be added to your collection.
Product Description
Liberty! brings to life one of the most important and compelling stories in America's history: the struggle for independence and the birth of the nation. New York Times
bestselling historian Thomas Fleming's gripping narrative captures the high drama of the revolutionary war years and the unyielding courage and political genius of the men
and women who imagined a new set of political possibilities for humankind - laying the foundation for the identity and character of the American people in the process. The
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companion volume to the PBS television series of the same name, Liberty! traces the evolution of the ideals that inspired a generation of Americans to struggle against Britain then the most powerful country in the world - to establish the free society and democratic system that is so inherently and uniquely American.
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